Equity is anything but monolithic. The title of my paperEquity's different talks -intends to go back to the fundamental ambiguity that lays at the roots of Equity both as a word and as a set of ideas, and at the same time it predicts the peculiarity of English Legal System, where the original complexities resulted in a real antagonism among different institutions, converting the ontological dispute in a matter of politics.
The theological dimension deeply defines the boundaries of early modern concept of equity recalling its scriptural foundation as a means of justification and the complex cluster of terms used by the different versions of the Bible (respectively the Hebrew Bible, the Septuagint and the Vulgate) to represent the core of Christian equity.
In this perspective from the beginning equity has moulded its own literary representation, imposing specific structures of expression, precise patterns of writing and selected figures of speech.
In the light of the origins it is possible to better understand Equity as a poetic subject dealing with different genres and involving a rich verbal texture.
There is another point I'd like to stress in my preliminary remarks.
Studying the history of English legal system through the philosophical -not only legal -accounts I became persuaded that English Equity, developed from the intersection of Greek, Roman and Christian traditions, represented the perfect and powerful incarnation of the paradigm of political theology.
The demarcation of the institutional and theoretical difference between Law and Equity, the struggle between the oracles of the Law and the defenders of Equity, the sacramental function of the Chancellor as the religious keeper of the King's conscience, the reinterpretation of the ancient equity as a modern instrument to support royal prerogatives and to compose an original royal ideology, all these elements contribute to plot the history of an inner and unique dialectic that closely relates the spheres of theology, law and politics and strongly directs the mutual relations, so to forge the respective domains in a tension for long time unresolved. In my view the For these reasons, if Selden could define Equity as a roguish thing, I'd like to investigate the concept of equity as a 'factor of revolution' which marked the history of the Western Legal Tradition, in the meaning given to the word 'revolution' by Harold J. Berman.
1.
Starting from the origins, and looking at the etymology of the word Equity, as a translation of the latin aequitas, it is possible to disclose the real contribution both of Latin and of Greek world to the creation of equity meant as a masterpiece of the English (not only legal) culture. In fact, in spite of the etymology, the concept of Equity (English equity) is a translation of the Greek idea of epieikeia much more than of the latin aequitas: so the set of associations of different, linguistic and conceptual elements reintroduces the issue of the roots of Western tradition when it ends up as equity in English.
In Plato and Aristotle we can find the groundwork for the legal notion of equity and a significant number of concepts that will reappear in later thinking about equity. My purpose is to stress how the structure of Equity had to deal with the theories that re-elaborated the Medieval distinction between the king's ordinary legal prerogatives and his emergency prerogative, so to understand the difference between a 'sovereign power over the Law' and a mere 'supplementary power' not operating through the Law, but having its boundaries defined by the Law.
So the history of English Legal System could be viewed as a polemical antagonism where the King's power outside the law came to be used as a power over the law.
It is no an historical accident that the 16 th and 17 th century
were the Golden Age of Chancery, the era of its greatest judicial authority and political significance. In this perspective we could read 'And therefore did those glorious monarchs (who divide with God the style of majesty for being God and had a core to do the world right and succour honestly) ordain this sanctuary whereunto th'opprest might fly, this seat of Equity).
Now the polemical antagonism between Common Law and
Equity was manifested even in a struggle for the acquisition of the same rhetorical devices.
This was true with reference to the oracular metaphor.
Common Lawyers fought against the defenders of Equity to represent themselves as the ritual body where the divine pneuma issues, a new historical incarnation of a word that assumes to be the only true Law.
But this was true also with reference to the metaphor of sanctuary.
As we Know, Temple bar, the exclusive site where Common lawyers' life and doctrines took place, was exempted from every kind of jurisdiction.
To conclude, Equity's ontological ambiguity marks a kind of suspension, to use the words of Walter Benjamin a new epochè, a founding moment and a revolutionary opportunity and it depicts the Kafkian dismay before the Law that reasserts Law's proper transcendent inaccessibility.
